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Word files can be converted in Excel as follows: 

1. Save the Word file as File Type: Plain File (*.txt) 

Open an Excel File – Go to Data – Import from Text or Get External Data from Text  

 

Click Next. In Step 3 of 3, check the Text radio button so it transfers numbers at text (to avoid losing the 

initial zero in the zip code), then click Finish: 

  

Save the Excel file with a memorable name in a folder you can remember. 

Depending on how the addresses were typed in the Word document, they are imported in Excel like in 

the example below (more or less): 
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2. Select the entire mailing label address. Click right – Copy – Paste Special and check Transpose: 

 

As a result, each row from the column will be transposed horizontally, in multiple columns like in the 

example below: 
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After all rows were transposed properly, you need to delete the first column that was transposed 

(Column A above). To feel safe, you can copy and paste it in the next sheet.  

If you need to concatenate columns, please do so and remember to copy and paste the concatenated 

column with Paste Values. Files containing formulas cannot be processed with Merge Data.  

After deleting the initial column A, the new Column A starts with the Name that was transposed 

3. Delete the blank rows as follows: 

Select the whole page with a click on the top left corner (red circle). Click Data - Sort 
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Sort data by Column A from A-Z, across the whole file. 

It is important that you select the whole file so that the selection is done across all columns and not only 

in column A, which would mix up names with incorrect addresses! 

 

The file should look like this. 

 

Three, maximum four columns with data are acceptable for mailing labels since a 5th row would be too 

much text and would require a very small, possibly illegible font.  

Now, the file is ready to use for Merge. In www.iclicknprint.com, remember to have the text box 

positioned properly on the label. Have the cursor in the textbox. Merge Data- Choose file, etc. 

Should you want to change font size on individual labels remember to click the Check sign Click to edit 

individual labels. Otherwise, all the labels will revert to the first one. If so, you need to repeat the merge 

process. 

We hope this is helpful. For any negative or positive feedback and suggestions, please send your 

comments to support@iclicknprint.com subject WORD. Thanks for using Iclicknprint.com! 
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